Annie March – PE Coordinator
Behavioural Sports Premium Spending
April 2018 – March 2019
Sports
Premium
Focus
Staffing

WBA Trust

Cost

Summary of spending

6000

Additional staffing has been provided for a number of
reasons - including
• An MDS in class 13 every Friday morning to
cover Wendy Fielding to attend Langley Baths
and complete relative paper work.
• MDS attended Portway Centre for a half term
– for 1:1 help outside school.
• Cover in Class 16 to enable a child to have 1:1
cover so the whole class can take part in
physical exercise.
• Staff covered to deliver weekly Rebound
therapy to certain children with Multiple and
profound physical needs
• Annie covered 3 mornings to organise Sports
Days.
•
WBA trust supports the school in PE activities.
• A Class attend Portway Centre every Monday
morning for teamwork/games session taught
by WBA Foundation trainers.
• Trainers from Trust attend school every
Thursday afternoon – Early Years/Phase 1 and
2 classes have a gymnastics/equipment
lesson.
• After school club twice a week attended and
staffed by WBA Foundation.

Outcomes/impact.
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Swimming Lessons at Langley baths attended by
qualified swimming teacher – many children gaining
distance awards – important skills for health and child’s
general safety.
A class of children with specific behaviour able to
attends sports sessions at Portway Centre with WBA
trainers.
PMLD children to receive Rebound Therapy.
Staff trained to deliver and share good practise
throughout school.

Numerous breakthroughs in PE skills, behaviour and
confidence
Stimulating PE sessions for all three phases of children in
Orchard School. Examples of best practise to help train
our staff.
Healthy and stimulating activities for our children that
go to afterschool activities.
Rewarding lunchtime plays keeping children occupied,
using their natural energy.

Annie March – PE Coordinator
•

Assisted
Passive Yoga
sessions with
Janette
Colbridge
Vase

£2800

Dance
instruction
from
Elizabeth
Wilkes

£1000

Weekly Rock
climbing
sessions at
Malthouse
Centre.
Plus addition
of elite
group once a
week.

£670

Lunchtime clubs every day across the school
using the schools resources to their full
potential l e.g. outdoor gym.
• Support for additional events including Phase
1 and 2 Sports Days and Orchard Aquatics
Day.
Providing weekly yoga sessions for children who
cannot participate in traditional PE sessions due to
their physical disabilities and children who are postoperative. This is to be reviewed before half term to
change the children she works with to spread the
skillsets across the school and work with different
types of children.
• Weekly dance sessions for Phase 1 and 2
children.
• Inclusion in evening. Performances in school
e.g. Christmas shows and Celebrations day.

Different Phase classes across the school attending
rock climbing lessons every Monday afternoon at
Malthouse activity Centre – 2 trainers in attendance.
Recently advanced climbing skills identified in Class 17
who now attend an extra session a week to tackle the
more difficult climbs.

•

Increased participation for our children and their
families at Sports Day – penalty shootout activity and
extra activity for children from 5 special schools to take
part in.

Staff Training, children involved in physical activity, can be used
as an alternative therapy. Yoga can help increase concentration,
flexibly, and strength. It can also develop coordination and
reduce stress and anxiety.

Dance has helped our children mature physically, emotionally, socially, and co
benefits of dance are widely accepted, but also the emotional,
social and cognitive attributes have only recently begun to be
Appreciated. Dance involves a greater range of motion,
coordination, strength and endurance than most other physical
activities. This is accomplished through movement patterns
that teach coordination and kinaesthetic memory. Dance
promotes psychological health and maturity. It also fosters social
interaction,
and
cooperation.
Good technique is more important than physical strength, the
more children climb the stronger and ﬁtter they will become.
Good footwork, body positioning and problem solving. This
climbing centre has specialist instructors who have experience
with rehabilitation and working with all kinds of physical and
mental disabilities.

Annie March – PE Coordinator
Langley Pool
swimming
lessons – 2
groups
weekly.
Early Years,
Phase 1 and
3 Sports days

Cover costs
for Wendy
Fielding see
above

Twenty children from Phase 2 attending a swimming
lessons to accomplish swimming skills and distance
awards as the Orchard Pool did not fulfil their needs.

All of the children started at Langley Baths using swimming aids
– many have swum 25m lengths + unaided.

£150

Successful Sports Days all children received a medal

Sycamore
Centre

£1700
(inclusive of
transport
£300
approx.)
£1000

All children involved in Sports Day – including many
different activities to suit their individual needs.
Families in attendance. Medals will be purchased, and
some equipment will need to be replaced
Silver Package starting in Summer term 2018

Large order to help with moving targets identified by
class teachers and the replace broken or missing
items. New resources identified and purchased

Enabling well-resourced PE sessions – an opportunity for
children to visit sensory physical area to add to PE provision in
class.

Resources

8 sessions over term taking up to three classes each day – award
winning Sycamore Centre – Adventurous play/team building.

